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Floor lamp Melbourne

Artist: Braeve Design
Product Code: BRDD-floorlampmelbourne
Availability: 1
Dimensions: 100.00cm x 100.00cm x 222.00cm

Price: €9.950,00 

Description

The starting point of this floor lamp is an old surgical light from the 60s and 70s. Originally, this
lamp was attached to the ceiling with an adjustable arm. The challenge for Braeve Design was
to turn it into a modern floor lamp without losing the nostalgia of the old object. A marriage
between the present and the past. All knobs and brackets of the lamp have been removed so
that it better fits the sleek and minimalist design. The original light sources have been replaced
by LED lamps. The aluminum housing is sanded in a directionless manner and then provided
with a layer of varnish, which gives a matte effect. The base, bracket and lens rings are
powder coated white with a matte structure, which looks very modern. Small details, such as
the power cable that is integrated into one of the legs of the tripod, guarantee a sleek finish.

Specifications

Specifications:

The housing of the lamp has a diameter of 100 cm excluding the bracket. The total height is
222 cm.
The bracket can rotate in both directions on the tripod and the lamp can tilt in the bracket, so
that you can direct the lamp as you want.
The lamp is equipped with a floor dimmer so that you can regulate the light intensity yourself.

 

On commission

When you order this lamp, Braeve Design will make it for you. This can be exactly as you see
in the photos. But you can also choose a different color composition. The tripod, bracket and



lens rings can in principle be coated in any desired color. This does not have to be matte, but
can also be glossy if you wish. Contact us to discuss the possibilities.
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